
(New!) Turf Scan / HTR-Tour 
 

Quick Highlights 
 

 [Turf Scan] is a new menu option found in the HTR-Tour software starting with 

the July 15, 2015 version.  The green menu button is located at the top on the far-

right of the main screen. 
 

 Turf Scan was designed for grass race handicapping based on the findings in the 

2015 Seminar E-Book "The Grass is Greener".   The booklet is a must read for 

those using the Turf Scan.   Link =  http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm 
 

 Turf Scan was developed for Turf race analysis, but the screen displays for all 

races.  Non-turf races are single spaced on the screen, while Turf races are 

double-spaced for easier viewing. 
 

 The Turf Scan screen is sorted by the (K) rating.  But the screen was designed to 

draw your attention to the middle portion of the data lines with various key 

identifiers including the new "TSpot" spot play (see below) for contenders. 

 
Turf Scan Data Line / Left - to - Right 
 

Pn  Program number / Saddle Cloth number 
 

PP  Post-position   
 

Horse  Name of horse 
 

Age  Age and gender; i.e.  8g =  8yr old gelding;  4f = 4yr filly 
 

Lay  Layoff or days since last raced;  FTS = First time starter 
 
MLO  Morning Line Odds shown in decimal format;  i.e.  2.5  = 5/2;  (*) = favorite 
 

AML  HTR's Adjusted Morning Line decimal format;  (*) = favorite or lowest odds 
 

KLine  K-Line, shown in decimal format;  "<" =  KLine is lower than AML and MLO. 
 

(K)  K Rating, default sort;  (+) = rating over 110, likely heavy favorite 
 

Notes:  All three odds types are displayed in decimal format as requested by HTR users.   

The AML is also shown on the far right of each data line in standard format:  "5/2".   

Read more about all three odds types in the HTR-Pedia.  The KLine is the oldest of the 

three and may seem out of range with the other two at times. This is because KLine 

utilizes a probability-of-winning computation based on the (K) rating spread rather than 

attempting to estimate the final odds.  The AML estimates the final odds with greater 

accuracy than MLO, especially after scratches.  If the KLine is lower than the AML and 

MLO and marked with a "<" it may indicate an overlay situation or value play and the 

horse's final odds may be better than its chances of winning.  

 

http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm


(New!) Turf Scan / HTR-Tour 
 

Turf Scan Data Line / Left - to - Right 
 

If you are unfamiliar with any of the items listed below, please refer to the HTR-Pedia on our 

homepage at www.htr2.com. 
 
PED  Pedigree rating shown only if 450 or higher 
 

FT  First Time pedigree rating shown only if 50 or higher 
 

T+J  Trainer and Jockey combo win rate shown only if 30% or higher 
 

RS  Run Style;  ( ' ) alerts to RS = "E" (see E-Book 2015 for more) 
 
Fr1  Rank if 1 or 2;  (+) indicates Fr1 specialty rating such as Fr160 or Fr1 Dom. 
 

S/P  Rank shown if 1 or 2.  (+) indicates the horse is also top ranked Fr3 
 

Luck  Luck rating indicator;  UL = UnLucky 
 

Rzor  Razor Sharp workouts;  1Rzr = single Razor;  2Rzr = two Razor works, etc. 
 
Spots  Ken-tenders ("Kendr") or TSpot (see below);  "Kn+TS" = both 
 

k2  k2 ranking if 1 or 2 
 

KAT  KAT rating 0 to 10.  (+) indicates rated 6 or higher 
 

$$  $ or $$ longshot alert 
 

Tour  Tour or Bomb live longshot alert 
 

Alerts  BTL,  H4C,  F&R (Fit & Ready) and HTR=1 (top ranked HTR consensus) 
 

AML  Shown in standard format  
 

Fin  Results if available 
 

TSpot 

The new TSpot is a pre-packaged spot play similar to Ken-tenders.  However, TSpot is 

more sophisticated. While Ken-tenders is a universal spot play (all 

tracks/distance/surface/class levels),  TSpot is restricted to Turf races and is computed 

differently depending on race conditions.   TSpot has a large sample size and flat-bet 

profit in recent 365-day data tests.  But it is a volatile rating, has long losing streaks, and 

the win rate is low.  It may become a valuable live longshot marker and an excellent 

factor to use in data query or as a  combo filter with Robot3 spot plays. 
 

Turf Scan Handicapping 

Turf Scan screen was designed for fast appraisal of grass race contenders.  Live longshots 

are quickly spotted.   The middle of the screen highlights the prime elements critical in 

HTR for Turf racing.  These are shown from the "PED" column  to the "Alerts" column.   

Only the high-value ratings and rankings are shown.   The "noise", such as showing all 

the PED numbers or all the Fr1 ranks, is removed only the best are displayed.   Use Turf 

Scan for instant evaluation of grass fields -- the good stuff is clearly marked. 

    


